ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
As per the need of today's world, everything is going online. Each and every field is having their own way of putting their applications, business online on Internet. Seating at home we can do shopping, banking related work; we get weather information, and many more services. And in such a competitive environment, service providers are eager to know about are they providing best service in the market, whether people are purchasing their product, are they finding application interesting and friendly to use, or in the field of banking they need to know about how many customers are looking forward to our bank scheme. In similar way, they also need to know about problems that have been occurred, how to resolve them, how to make websites or web application interesting, which products people are not purchasing and in that case how to improve advertising strategies to attract customer, what will be the future marketing plans. To answer these entire questions, log files are helpful. Log files contain list of actions that have been occurred whenever someone accesses to your website or web application. These log files resides in web servers. Each individual request is listed on a separate line in a log file, called a log entry. It is automatically created every time someone makes a request to your web site. The point of a log file is to keep track of what is happening with the web server. Log files are also used to keep track of complex systems, so that when a problem does occur, it is easy to pinpoint and fix. But there are times when log files are too difficult to read or make sense of, and it is then that log file analysis is necessary. These log files have tons of useful information for service providers, analyzing these log files can give lots of insights that help understand website traffic patterns, user activity, there interest etc [10] [11] . Thus, through the log file analysis we can get the information about all the above questions as log is the record of people interaction with websites and applications. 
Background
Log files are generating at a record rate. Thousands of terabytes or petabytes of log files are generated by a data center in a day. It is very challenging to store and analyze these large volumes of log files. The problem of analyzing log files is complicated not only because of its volume but also because of the disparate structure of log files. [17] , administered by the Apache Software Foundation. It enables applications to work with thousands of nodes and petabytes of data. While it can be used on a single machine, its true power lies in its ability to scale to hundreds or thousands of computers, each with several processor cores. As described by Tom White [6] in Hadoop cluster, there are thousands of nodes which store multiple blocks of log files. Hadoop is specially designed to work on large volume of information by connecting commodity computers to work I parallel. Hadoop breaks up log files into blocks and these blocks are evenly distributed over thousands of nodes in a Hadoop cluster. Also it does the replication of these blocks over the multiple nodes so as to provide features like reliability and fault tolerance. Parallel computation of MapReduce improves performance for large log files by breaking job into number of tasks.
Special Issues

Data Distribution
Performing computation on large volumes of log files have been done before but what makes Hadoop different from them is its simplified programming model and its efficient, automatic distribution of data and work across the machines. Condor does not provide automatic distribution of data; separate SAN must be managed in addition to the compute cluster.
Isolation of Processes
Each individual record is processed by a task in isolation with one another, limiting the communication overhead between the processes by Hadoop. This makes the whole framework more reliable. In MapReduce, Mapper tasks process records in isolation. Individual node failure can be worked around by restarting tasks on other machine. Due to isolation other nodes continue to operate as nothing went wrong.
Type of Data
Log files are a plain text files consisting of semi-structured or unstructured records. Traditional RDBMS has a pre-defined schema; you need to fit all the log data in that schema only. For this Trans-Log algorithm is used which converts such unstructured logs to structured one by transforming simple text log file into oracle table [12] . But again traditional RDBMS has limitation on the size of data. Hadoop is compatible for any type of data; it works well for simple text files too.
Fault Tolerance
In a Hadoop cluster, problem of data loss is resolved. Blocks of input file are replicated by factor of three on multiple machines in the Hadoop cluster [4] . So even if any machine goes down, other machine where same block is residing will take care of further processing. Thus failure of some nodes in the cluster does not affect the performance of the system.
Data Locality and Network Bandwidth
Log files are spread across HDFS as blocks, so compute process running on a node operates on a subset of files. Which data operated upon by a node is chosen by the locality of a node i.e. reading from the local system, reducing the strain on network bandwidth and preventing unnecessary network transfer. This property of moving computation near to the data makes Hadoop different from other systems [4] [6]. Data locality is achieved by this property of Hadoop which results into providing high performance.
SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
Following system architecture shown in Figure 2 . consists of major components like Web servers, Cloud Framework implementing Hadoop storage and MapReduce programming model and user interface. 
Web Servers
This Module consists of multiple web servers from which log files are collected. As log files reside in a web server we need to collect them from these servers and collected log files may require pre-processing to be done before storing log files to HDFS [4] [6]. Pre-processing consists on cleaning log files, removing redundancy, etc. Because we need quality of data, pre-processing has to be performed. So these servers are responsible for fetching relevant log files which are required to be processed. 
Cloud Framework
User Interface
This module communicate between the user and HMR system allowing user to interact with the system specifying processing query, evaluate results and also get visualize results of log analysis in different form of graphical reports.
IMPLEMENTATION OF HMR LOG PROCESSOR
HMR log processor is implemented in three phases. It includes log pre-processing, interacting with HDFS and implementation of MapReduce programming model.
Log Pre-processing
In any analytical tool, pre-processing is necessary, because Log file may contain noisy & ambiguous data which may affect result of analysis process. Log pre-processing is an important step to filter and organize only appropriate information before applying MapReduce algorithm. Pre-processing reduces size of log file also it increases quality of available data. The purpose of log pre-processing is to improve log quality and increase accuracy of results.
Individual Field In The Log
Log file contains many fields like IP address, URL, Date, Hit, Age, Country, State, City, etc.But as log file is a simple text file we need to separate out each field in each log entry. This could be done by using the separator like 'space' or ';' or'#'. We have used here '#' to separate fields in the log entry.
Removing Redundant Log Entries
It happens many times that a person visits same page many times. So even if a person had visited particular page 10 times processor should take this as 1 hit to that page. This we can check by using IP address and URL. If IP address and URL is same for 10 log entries then other 9 entries must be removed leaving only 1 entry of that log. This improves the accuracy of the results of the system. Hadoop Distributed File System holds a large log files in a redundant way across multiple machines to achieve high availability for parallel processing and durability during failures. It also provides high throughput access to log files. It is block-structured file system as it breaks up log files into small blocks of fixed size. Default size of block is 64 MB as given by Hadoop but we can also set block size of our choice. These blocks are replicated over multiple machines across a Hadoop cluster. Replication factor is 3 so Hadoop replicates each block 3 times so even if in the failure of any node there should be no data loss. Hadoop storage is shown in the Figure 3 . In Hadoop, log file data is accessed in Write once, Read many times manner. HDFS is a powerful companion to Hadoop MapReduce. Hadoop MapReduce jobs automatically draws their input log files from HDFS by setting the fs.default.name configuration option to point to the NameNode.
Interacting With HDFS
MapReduce Framework
MapReduce is a simple programming model for parallel processing of large volume of data. This data could be anything but it is specifically designed to process lists of data. Fundamental concept of MapReduce is to transform lists of input data to lists of output data. It happens many times that input data is not in readable format; it could be the difficult task to understand large input datasets. In that case, we need a model that can mold input data lists into readable, understandable output lists. MapReduce does this conversion twice for the two major tasks: Map and Reduce just by dividing whole workload into number of tasks and distributing them over different machines in the Hadoop cluster.As we know, logs in the log files are also in the form of lists. Log file consists of thousands of records i.e. logs which are in the text format. Nowadays business servers are generating large volumes of log files of the size of terabytes in a day. According to business perspective, there is a need to process these log files so that we can have appropriate reports of how our business is going. For this application MapReduce implementation in Hadoop is one of the best solutions. MapReduce is divided into two phases: Map phase and Reduce phase. Input to the MapReduce is log file, each record in log file is considered as an input to a Map task. Map function takes a key-value pair as an input thus producing intermediate result in terms of key-value pair. It takes each attribute in the record as a key and Maps each value in a record to its key generating intermediate output as key-value pair. Map reads each log from simple text file, breaks each log into the sequence of keys (x1, x2, …., xn) and emits value for each key which is always 1. If key appears n times among all records then there will be n key-value pairs (x, 1) among its output. Map: (x1, v1)  [(x2, v2)]
Map Phase
Grouping
After all the Map tasks have completed successfully, the master controller merges the intermediate results file from each Map task that are destined for a particular Reduce task and feeds the merged file to that process as a sequence of key-value pairs. That is, for each key x, the input to the Reduce task that handles key x is a pair of the form (x, [v1, v2, . . . , vn]), where (x, v1), (x, v2), . . . , (x, vn) are all the key-value pairs with key x coming from all the Map tasks. 
Reduce Phase
IN DEPTH MAPREDUCE DATA FLOW
Input Data
Input to the MapReduce comes from HDFS where log files are stored on the processing cluster. By dividing log files into small blocks we can distribute them over nodes of Hadoop cluster. The format of input files to MapReduce is arbitrary but it is line-based for log files. As each line is considered as a one record as we can say one log. InputFormat is a class that defines splitting of input files and how to read these files. FileInputFormat is the abstract class; all other InputFormats that operate on files inherits functionality from this class. While starting MapReduce job, FileInputFormat reads log files from the directory and splits it into the chunks. By calling setInputFormat() method from JobConf object we can set any InputFormat provided by Hadoop. TextInputFormat treats each line in the input file as a one record and best suited for unformatted data. For the line-based log files, TextInputFormat is useful.While implementing MapReduce whole job is broken up into pieces to operate over blocks of input files. These pieces are Map tasks which operate on input blocks or whole log file. By default file breaks up into blocks of size 64MB but we can choose parameter to break file as per our need by setting mapred.min.split.size parameter. So for the large log files it is helpful to improve performance by parallelizing Map tasks. Due to the significance of allowance of scheduling tasks on the different nodes of the cluster, where log files actually reside, it is possible to process log files locally. 
RecordReader
RecordReader is the class that defines how to access the logs in the log files and converts them into (Key, value) pairs readable by Mapper. TextInputFormat provides LineRecordReader which treats each line as a new value. RecordReader gets invoked until it does not deplete whole block. The Map() method of the mapper is called each time when RecordReader is invoked.
Mapper
Mapper 
Shuffle And Sort
Reducer
Reducer instance calls Reduce() method for each key in the partition assigned to a Reducer. It receives a key and iterator over all the values associated with that key. Reduce() method also has parameters like key, iterator for all values, OutputCollector and Reporter which works in similar manner as for Map() method.
Output Data
MapReduce provides (key, value) pairs to the OutputCollector to write them in the output files.
OutputFormat provides a way for how to write these pairs in output files. TextOutputFormat works Similar to TextInputFormat. TextInputFormat writes each (key, value) pair on a separate line in the output file. It writes a line in "Key Value" format. OutputFormat of Hadoop writes to the files mainly on HDFS.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
We present here sample results of our proposed work. For sample test we have taken log files of banking application server. These log files contain fields like IP address, URL, date, age, hit, city, state and country. We have installed Hadoop on two machines with three instances of Hadoop on each machine having Ubuntu 10.10 and above version. We have also installed Pig for query processing. Log files are distributed evenly on these nodes. We have created web application for user to interact with the system where he can distribute log files on the Hadoop cluster, run the MapReduce job on these files and get analysed results in the graphical formats like bar charts and pie charts. Analyzed results shows total hits for web application, hits per page, hits for city, hits for page from each city, hits for quarter of the year, hits for each page during whole year, etc. Figure 7 . gives an idea about total hits from each city, Figure 8 . shows total hits per page. 
CONCLUSIONS
In order to have a summarized data results for a particular web application, we need to do log analysis which will help to improve the business strategies as well as to generate statistical reports. Hadoop -MR log file analysis tool will provide us graphical reports showing hits for web pages, user's activity, in which part of website users are interested, traffic sources, etc. From these reports business communities can evaluate which parts of the website need to be improved, which are the potential customers, from which geographical region website is getting maximum hits, etc, which will help in designing future marketing plans. Log analysis can be done by various methods but what matters is response time. Hadoop MapReduce framework provides parallel distributed processing and reliable data storage for large volumes of log files. Firstly, data get stored in the hierarchy on several nodes in a cluster so that access time required can be reduced which saves much of the processing time. Here hadoop's characteristic of moving computation to the data rather moving data to computation helps to improve response time. Secondly, MapReduce successfully works for large datasets giving the efficient results.
